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Overview
• Tas Dams Case: Federal power to implement treaties
• Envt Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act:
- - objects and ecologically sustainable development
• EPBC Act exempts Regional Forest Agreement
(RFA) forestry from the Act’s:
• protection (ss.38-42); and
• EIA (s.75(2B))
• RFAs insufficiently robust to warrant exemption
• Pulp mill case study
Florentine Valley, SW Tas

lakepedder.org
dammed & flooded 1972
‘The day will come when
our children will undo what
we so foolishly have done’
Edward St John
QC MP, 1974

Fagan, P (2009) tasmaniantimes.com/index.php?/weblog/article/professor-west-reminds-tasmania-that-hydro-past-constrains-future/

Rock Island Bend, Franklin River, SW Tas (Peter Dombrovskis, 1983)

Commonwealth of Aust v Tasmania (1983) 158 CLR 1 (Tasmanian Dams Case)

EPBC Act objects: s.3
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Matters of National Environmental Significance
World Heritage properties
Ramsar wetlands
Migratory species
Threatened species and ecological communities
National heritage
Marine area
3-200nm
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Principles of ecologically sustainable development
- EPBC Act s.3A [links to object s.3(b)]; emphasis added
(a) decision-making processes should effectively integrate both long-term and
short-term economic, environmental, social and equitable considerations;
(b) [precautionary principle] if there are threats of serious or irreversible
environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a
reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation;
(c) the principle of inter-generational equity — that the present generation should
ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the environment is
maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations;
(d) the conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a
fundamental consideration in decision-making;
(e) improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms should be promoted.
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[ (e) => economic instruments, eg internalize externalities, polluter pays principle,
regulatory mix, etc: see Distinguished Lecture]
’should’ = weak: replace with ‘must’

RFA Forestry Exemption: EPBC Act s.38(1)

‘Part 3 [Act’s protection] does not apply to an RFA forestry
operation that is undertaken in accordance with an RFA.’

Regional Forest Agreements: Tas applies across State

http://www.daff.gov.au/rfa/regions/map

Impacts on earth (soils), air, water, biodiversity

Forestry in Tasmania: a burning issue

Forestry regeneration burns: largest Tas CO2

Fresh water pollution
Concerns over chemicals (eg
atrazine, triazines) used in
plantation establishment and
possible impacts on animal
and human health. eg:
‘Hobart water triazine scare’,
Mercury, April 29, 2009, p5:
“Further testing at Bryn Estyn
a month later traced the
source of the herbicide to
nearby forestry plantations.
Officers were unable to
pinpoint an exact location,”
Mr Llewellyn said.

Landscape-scale change
Logging coupe SA 11C, March 2005

Gunns Ltd’s CEO,
John Gay,
defended 1080
poisoning of native
wildlife by calling
them ‘vermin’

Temperate rainforest: cleared for plantation, NW Tasmania
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The Tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila
audax fleayi). Nationally-listed endangered sp.
(a separate sub-species from mainland Aust).
Total population estimate is less than 1000 birds,
consisting of an estimated 95 successful
breeding pairs. Build nests in tall trees.
Eagles are sensitive to disturbance when nesting
and may abandon a nest site if too disturbed.[1]
Logging disturbs their nesting and breeding.
Studies (eg. University of Melbourne) show the
eagle faces a 97% risk of local extinction in NE
Tas if current scale of logging continues.
[1] Australian Government, Department of the Environment and
Water Resources, 'Recommendation Report prepared for EPBC
Project 2007/3385 [Gunns Pulp Mill]', August 2007 at 10, [13]
<http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/notices/assessments/2007/338
5/pubs/recommendation-report.pdf>.
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Wielangta Forest case
Brown v Forestry Tasmania (2006-08)
see <www.on-trial.info>.
• Trial judge held FT operations in
Wielangta Forest were:
• significantly impacting 3x
endangered species (swift parrot,
wedge-tailed eagle and beetle); and
• in breach of Tas Regional Forest
Agreement cl.68; and
• therefore in breach of EPBC Act.
• TRFA cl.68 then amended by Aust PM
Howard and Tas Premier Lennon:
- from agreement ‘to protect’ species;
- to agreement species are protected!
• Full Federal Court: overruled trial J.
• High Court (2-1): given TRFA
amendment, no reasonable prospect
Senator Brown could win on appeal.

Bell Bay, Tamar Valley

Protests: eg 8,000 rally against Gunns Ltd pulp mill plan, Launceston
Sept 2006

‘Pulp mill amendment’:
new EPBC Act s.75(2B)
EPBC Act s.75(2B)
added December 2006,
commenced February 19,
2007.
=> in making key EIA
screening/scoping
decisions, the Federal
Environment Minister
‘must not consider any
adverse impacts of …
any RFA forestry
operation ….’
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Pulping the assessment process
August 2005: Gunns Ltd refers proposal to build and operate bleached Kraft eucalypt
pulp mill at Bell Bay, including wood-fired power generation, to Cth.
Integrated assessment by Tas RPDC, also Cth-accredited for EPBC Act purposes.
19 February 2007: s.75(2B) insertion into EPBC Act commences.
14 March 2007: Gunns withdraws its pulp mill proposal from assessment process.
15 March 2007: Tas Premier announces intention to legislate.
Gunns withdraws (28 March) then resubmits (2 April) same EPBC referral to Cth.
17 April 2007: Pulp Mill Assessment Act 2007 (Tas) passed: RPDC process pulped.
2 May 2007: Minister Turnbull decides under EPBC Act to:
• assess pulp mill on ‘preliminary documentation’.
• exclude adverse impacts of the mill’s wood supply from EIA and approval
processes due to s.75(2B).
TWS challenges this decision (unsuccessful due to s.75(2B)).
In Aug and Oct 2007 respectively, State and Federal Governments grant Gunns
approvals to construct and operate pulp mill for 50 years.

Pulp Mill Assessment Act 2007 (Tas)
Section 11. Limitation of rights of appeal
(1) Subject to subsection (3) and notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act –
(a) a person is not entitled to appeal to a body or other person, court or tribunal; or
(b) no order or review may be made under the Judicial Review Act 2000; or
(c) no declaratory judgment may be given; or
(d) no other action or proceeding may be brought –
in respect of any action, decision, process, matter or thing arising out of or
relating to any assessment or approval of the project under this Act.
….
(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to any action, decision, process, matter or thing
which has involved or has been affected by criminal conduct.
(4) No review under subsection (3) operates to delay the issue of the Pulp Mill
Permit or any action authorised by that permit.

Section 11 also removes right to Statement of
Reasons for Pulp Mill Permit conditions:
Landon-Lane v Minister for Economic Development
and Tourism and Premier of Tasmania
[2009] TASSC 50
(17 July 2009)

Lucy Landon-Lane,
organic walnut farmer,
Tamar Valley
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Gunns Limited current Bell Bay
woodchip export site
©ABC News

(then)
Minister
Turnbull

- submissions to Minister Turnbull;
then
- judicial review application in the
Federal Court in 2007.
TWS lost. Full Federal Court held 2-1
that s.75(2B) entitled Minster to decide
as he did, not to consider forests.

Mercury, 23 July 2008

The Wilderness Society, itself being
sued McLibel-style by Gunns Ltd (see
gunns20.org), sought, unsuccessfully,
to have the pulp mill’s impact on
native forests assessed, through:

Gunns directors,

The Wilderness Society v
The Minister & Gunns Ltd

Pulp mill and
wood-fired power
station

3 n mile boundary

Effluent pipeline

Adapted from Dean et al (2003)

Commonwealth marine area >3 nautical miles offshore

Wood Supply Concerns

Gunns’ IIS Volume 1b 6-243

Pulp Mill Wood Supply
Dr Chris Beadle, Australian Science, October 2007:
‘… I can only conclude that omitting independent scrutiny
of the wood supply from the ongoing assessment of the
proposal was a flawed decision. Note that the RPDCsponsored report did “not consider broad references to
resource area and location [in the IIS] as sufficient
demonstration of the sustainability of wood supply”.
Other Users
The proposed pulp mill will place demands on Tasmania’s
production forests that will potentially overshadow
demands from other industries that rely on the same wood
supply (such as sawn timber and veneer). Several of these
not only add more value to the wood harvested, but their
products also lead to greater storage of carbon.
Tasmania’s production forests will have a more secure and
sustainable future if they are managed in the first instance
for such products rather than pulp.
Current arguments against the mill are all about it being in
the wrong place, but it may also prove to be too large for
the longer-term benefit of Tasmania’s forests and for a
more balanced suite of forest and associated industries.
Chris Beadle is a professional forest scientist based in
Hobart with 35 years’ experience. Between 1997 and
2005 he was Manager of the Sustainable Management
Program in the Cooperative Research Centre for
Sustainable Production Forestry (which ceased
operations in 2005). This article represents Dr Beadle’s
own views and not those of his employing organisation,
CSIRO.’

Pulp mill EIA: forestry impacts excluded
Forestry impacts on nationally-listed endangered
species like the Tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle were
excluded from the Federal Minister’s 50-year for Gunns
Limited to construct and operate the pulp mill and
associated infrastructure.
Minister Turnbull approved mill Oct 2007:
Eagle-protective conditions were limited to the pulp
mill’s construction area - a tiny fraction of the mill’s longterm upstream forestry impacts:
“Should the nest be abandoned within the first breeding season after the
commencement of construction near the nest site, the proponent should
be required to offset this loss by reserving a minimum of 20 ha
surrounding an eagle nest not currently protected.” [1]
[1]

Australian Government, Department of the Environment and Water Resources,
'Recommendation Report prepared for EPBC Project 2007/3385 [Gunns Pulp Mill]',
August 2007 at 10, [13]
<http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/notices/assessments/2007/3385/pubs/recom
mendation-report.pdf>.
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Law Reform
EPBC Act exempts RFA forestry from:
• EPBC Act protection (ss.38-42); &
• EIA screening & scoping: s.75(2B).
• Regional Forest Agreement regime does not
warrant EPBC carve out: Wielangta case, and
resultant gutting of Tas RFA by agreeing sp.
protected.
• Failure to protect nationally listed species
threatened by forestry operations may
abrogate Aust’s international legal obligations.
•EPBC Act (and RFA regime) need reform:
eg ss.38-42 & s.75(2B) ought be repealed.
• Pulp mill saga raises core governance issues.

Forestry Tasmania mismanagement
killed El Grande, Australia’s
largest known tree

Mercury
18 June
2008

Mercury, 16 August 2008
Mercury, 26 September 2008

Mercury, 6 January 2009

Parliamentary Committee on Ethical
Conduct, Final Report, 23 July 2009
Joint Select Committee of:
 3 Independent MLCs
 3 Labor Government MPs
 1 Liberal Opposition MP
 1 Green Opposition MP
Recommended inter alia:
“that legislation providing for the
creation of the Tasmanian Integrity
Commission be drafted.”

Joint Select Committee on Ethical Conduct,
Final Report, Overview, 23 July 2009, p18
“…The following extracts are indicative of the nature of such evidence
and address the broad areas of concern expressed by many witnesses:
I am very concerned about the operation of state government in
Tasmania; as a small state there is a greater danger that the
voices of powerful interests will be heard disproportionately by the
government, that members of the government itself will have
vested interests in such particular concerns, or that they will be
unduly swayed by pressure applied by such interests.
The most egregious example of this currently relates to the
proposal to build a large pulp mill in northern Tasmania. ”

